
In a time of recent extreme turbulence accompanied by rapid changes in every aspect of the business, be it political, pandemic, economic, 

technological or environmental, corporates have to evolve their business strategy for coping with unprecedented events, challenges and 

crises in order to survive, achieve sustainability and thrive in the storm of change.  
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Integrating Crisis Preparedness and  

Operation Enhancement into Risk Management  

AVISTA’s “CORE” Approach  
Against the backdrop of dynamic global business environment, we believe that 

annual review on risk management and internal control systems solely for compliance 

purpose would no longer be sufficient for long-term business development and 

continuity. Corporates should deploy forward-looking plans and proactive strategies in 
order to cope with the everchanging challenges.  

 

Drawing on our multidisciplinary professions in management consulting, risk and internal 

control advisory, financial consulting, investor relations and crisis management, AVISTA’s 

“CORE” approach aims to prepare companies for unanticipated crisis, develop re-

engineering plan for enhanced operational efficiency in addition to the basis of internal 

control review and risk assessment with continued evaluation.  
 

 
How Can AVISTA Help? 
A preliminary crisis diagnostic on the level of preparedness is provided to companies with 

the aid of our crisis preparedness assessment tool. To allow corporates to navigate 

through unexpected crisis, AVISTA helps develop a comprehensive crisis management 

plan enabling them to Prepare for, Respond to, Recover from, and be Resilient to crisis. 

Through the risk management and internal control systems review process, we 
explore and identify potential operation enhancement opportunities for companies. An in-

depth risk-based organization change management review, featuring both external and 

internal factors, which is of fundamental importance to the sustainability of a business 

when it comes to changes, can further be conducted to re-engineer and streamline 

operation to prioritize resources, enhance productivity and minimize redundancy.   
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